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Abstract
Computers, mobile phones, embedded devices and other components of IT
systems can often be easily manipulated. Therefore, in forensic use of digital
evidence it is necessary to carefully check that the probative force of the
evidence is sufficient. For applications where critical processes can lead to
disputes and resolving disputed relies on digital evidence one open question
is how to build the system in a way that secure digital evidence is available.
This paper introduces the notion of secure digital chains of evidence and
proposes a high-level architecture for systems that can provide such chains of
evidence. Finally, possible building blocks are explored for the realisation of
a distributed and heterogeneous system with support for secure digital chains
of evidence.
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scheme, in addition it is necessary to link these records. This
linking needs to show that each evidence record belongs to
the right step of a particular instance of the process to be
documented. Consequently, rather than presenting only one
secure evidence record it becomes necessary to create a secure
chain of evidence. This paper presents an approach to create
such a secure chain of evidence for the case where the actual
events are distributed. First a notion of secure digital chains
of evidence is introduced and a high-level architecture defines
possible components for collecting and storing this type of
secure forensic data. Finally, a number of more technical
building blocks is identified that can be used to construct a
system with the potential to provide information as secure
digital chains of evidence.

2. Secure digital chains of evidence
1. Introduction
For many types of digital data records or logging data for
processes it is obvious that they can potentially be relevant as
digital evidence in the case of disputes [9]. Computing and
storing pictures taken by digital cameras (e.g. for speeding
tickets) or critical workflows on enterprise service buses are
examples of processes that somehow need to be produced,
documented and stored in a secure way in order to enable their
use at court [14]. In general, data records or log files are not
sufficiently protected to prevent manipulations. Nevertheless,
in many cases it would be possible to design systems in a
way that these data records can represent valid digital evidence
even if strong requirements would be imposed on what can be
seen as valid evidence. One existing approach uses hardwarebased security (i.e. the Trusted Platform Module TPM [10]) to
secure digital evidence and to bind evidence records to relevant
parameters. Such parameters include the status of the device
(e.g. software, hardware, configuration), and also parameters
such as the time of producing the evidence record, location of
the device, or certificates stating the validity of these parameter
values. Nevertheless, such a protection of single evidence
records is insufficient if evidence shall prove that a particular
process has occurred (e.g. a service-based workflow) or has
been followed (e.g. in producing the evidence record). The
single evidence record only securely documents one single
event, while documenting a process requires looking at various
events occurring on different devices or places. Thus, several
evidence records are produced and can be relevant. While all
of these records can be individually protected by the existing

Various digital information is available for use in forensics.
Some of this data is especially generated and stored to provide
information about what has happened in a particular IT-based
system such as an enterprise network, but also in systems
with embedded components such as traffic control systems,
rail signalling systems, or road toll systems. In all these
systems information on many events is already logged for
different purposes. All theses trails are in principle available
for forensic use and some of this information can also be
linked to create chains of evidence in order to show different
things. Examples include some individual person (e.g. a user
of a system) initiating a particular process, some computations
having occurred on a particular device, network messages
exchanges, or data records stored. In principle, this information
can be used to create digital chains of evidence [6], [4].
However, digital information can be subject to various types
of inaccuracies, errors and manipulations. Computers can have
intermediate different behaviour by installing and removing
software, changing configuration, or by booting in a different
state. All these changes can occur without leaving any obvious
traces. Digital records can be changed after they have been
produced. Even digital signatures only provide parts of the
solutions and require proper protection of the private key.
Protecting the chain of custody is a challenge for digital data
and can be easier if secure digital chains of evidence exist. In
addition to the protection of the evidence records themselves,
chains of evidence need some way of linking information in
the single evidence records. For current available information
in IT systems this linking is very difficult and often impossible.
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Fig. 1. High-level architecture for collecting secure digital evidence

Improving this situation requires to analyse processes, identify
critical parts and related available information and probably
store additional linked and protected information.
Clearly, for many existing information and communication
technology systems it is not feasible to foresee which processes and data could be subject to future forensic evaluation.
Nevertheless, a lot of systems are currently deployed where
the risk for disputes in the case of malfunction is very high
either because of high financial losses or even due to injuries
or deaths of human beings (e.g. in rail signalling systems).
In such systems it makes perfect sense to identify in advance
all critical processes and to explore which chains of evidence
can be used to show that and how a particular process has
occurred. Once these processes and events are identified, the
system can be build in a way that secure evidence information
is collected and also the linking of events to reconstruct critical
processes is supported.
A digital chain of evidence consists of digital evidence
records. For a secure chain each single evidence record needs
to be secure. Therefore, a secure evidence record is defined as
a set of digital information that is securely bound to all relevant
parameters necessary to verify the validity of the information.
Obviously, the actual required protection levels and also the
relevant parameters totally depend on the scenario and can
therefore not be defined in general. Some possible parameters
can be the status and configuration of a device, time, network
addresses, user information, or the location. Now, a secure
digital chain of evidence is defined as a set of secure evidence
records with clearly defined links between the data records and
an overall predication that can be concluded from the chained

evidence.

3. A high-level architecture for collecting secure
digital evidence
The previous section has introduced a notion of secure
digital chains of evidence. Before identifying possible building
blocks for actually realising the creation and collection of
data for such secure digital chains of evidence, this section
introduces a high-level architecture for collection of secure
digital evidence.
Obviously, it is infeasible for many real-life systems to
explicitly identify, create, collect and store all possible or
potentially useful digital chains of evidence. It is more feasible
to identify critical events to be documented together with
parameters linking events. Thus, the goal of a pro-active
collection of digital evidence should be to create and store
a graph of linked secure evidence records in a way that
a path through the graph can represent a secure chain of
evidence. Note that not all paths will represent a useful chain
of evidence. Such a systems as depicted in Figure 1 consists
of the following elements:
• Evidence generators create data records and securely bind
them to relevant parameters e.g. by digital signatures
using hardware-based security [13].
• Evidence collectors can add semantic information to the
evidence record and make it available for distribution and
storage [12], [11].
• A Forensic data-base stores all secure evidence records as
a graph structure representing the links between different
events.

•

Actual creation of chains of evidence is an interactive
process using the Interactive forensic data-base explorer.

4. Building-blocks for secure evidence generation
In [13] an approach for the generation of individual secure
evidence records was presented. This approach is based on
established hardware-based security mechanisms and is applicable to special devices producing data records with possible
forensic use. The presented architecture includes a sketch of
the process needed to ensure the security of the evidence
record. Figure 2 shows the different steps of this process.
Even in the of individual data records (e.g. images taken
by a digital camera) it becomes that the security of the
collected evidence records depends on a number of steps in
the process that also need to be documented. Thus, even in
this relatively simple scenario a number of events can produce
additional digital evidence and thus creating a digital chain
of evidence consisting of evidential data representing events
of very different types. The following paragraph introduces
several building blocks that can be used to build a system that
supports the construction of secure digital chains of evidence.
The roles of the different building blocks correspond to the
different components of the architecture for collecting secure
digital evidence. Figure 4 shows one possible realisation of an
IT infrastructur supporting secure digital chains of evidence.

4.1. Secure evidence generator using Trusted Computing technology
The core part of the architecture is the actual generation
of secure digital evidence. One possible approach is the use
of hardware-based security mechanisms in particular Trusted
Computing and the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) as specified by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). A TPM provides
a variety of security functionality. For the secure evidence
generation those parts of the TPM are essential that identify
the device, bind data to the identity of the device, and provide
authentic reports on the current state of the device. In the
context of digital cameras the feasibility of the use of TPMs for
the protection of digital images has already been proposed [13]
and demonstrated [18]. The following paragraphs revise the
most important parameters to be secured.
4.1.1. Proof of software and configuration. One important
aspect in the generation of digital evidence is the status
of the device used in the process. The used software and
configuration to produce evidence needs to be presented and
linked to the individual record. One simple scheme hereby
is to include software name and version number as a simple
string of text in each evidence record. This first (and often
used) approach allows for uncertainties with respect to updates
and various attacks on the evidence records. Just naming the
software is not sufficient if the device can be manipulated.
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Fig. 2. Process to establish secure evidence records

Stronger means of protection are therefore required to reliably
document the software and configuration of the particular
evidence generator.
To provide proof on the actual state of the evidence generator a trustworthy reporting in the device is required. The
Trusted Computing standard introduces a core root of trust for
measurement which establishes the foundation to report on the
status by creating a chain of trust [2]. This chain of trust can
be reported to external entities to allow for a verification of the
evidence generator. This verification process is called Remote
Attestation.
Application of remote attestation allows for a session based
or per record scheme. The session based approach relies on
an initial attestation of the system and a session bound to
the individual evidence generator and status. Every evidence
record is then cryptographically bound to this session and
therefore to a particular system state. The second, per record
scheme involves an attestation process for each evidence
record. As in the basic remote attestation an external random
number generator is involved longer delays and higher bandwidth utilisation is to be expected. More advanced schemes
as presented in [16] allowing for scalable attestation schemes
are to be applied.
One important feature of proposed incorporation of Trusted
Computing is the lightweight infrastructure necessary during
run-time compared with a traditional Public Key Infrastructure
system. Given the assertions of the hardware a single key will
not be revealed. Therefore it is not required to maintain certificate revocation lists and to check them before a certificate is
accepted. It is also not possible to move a certain identity of an
evidence generator (represented by its key) from one device to

the next. These inherent features allow for typical deployment
scenarios like embedded, resource constraint environments.
4.1.2. Evidence record order. Time is a very important
parameter in the forensic evaluation of evidence records. In
most cases it is absolutely necessary to have a more or less
precise but reliable information on when a particular event
such as the generation of an evidence record) has happened.
Therefore, evidence generators need to bind evidence records
to timing information. For digital chains of evidence representing a particular process this time information is essential
to reconstruct the order of events in the process.
In the case of a single device a monotonic counter (e.g. a
clock) can be used to issue for each record a time stamp to
ensure the order. To ensure the probative force of the time
stamp the time needs a cryptographically strong binding to
the evidence record and further it also needs to be bind to
time information to be issued by a trustworthy time authority.
Especially the latter proves to be a strong requirement and is
mostly solved by trusted third parties producing time stamps
in specially secured and certified installations. However, direct
online time-stamping by a trusted time source is way too inefficient for most reasonable evidence generators. In particular in
the case of embedded systems and/or high numbers of records
such a remote time stamping would create a bottleneck. Thus,
a secure evidence generator should to be able to produce time
stamps on its own. Of course, the remote and probably more
reliable time-stamping service can be used to synchronise the
local time of the evidence generator with an official time
source.
A feasible approach is to introduce a certified monotonic
and timed tick-counter and a mechanism for digital signatures
and secure key storage to provide for time-stamps. The tickcounter as well as the cryptographic functionality should be
protected by hardware-means in order to prevent manipulations by malicious software. To achieve a trustworthy local
time stamp authority the protected hardware has to provide for
a shielded monotonic counter which incremented in a certain
interval. To ensure this particular interval a monitoring of the
accuracy of the external clock of the hardware incrementing
the counter is also required. Such techniques are available
in many standard PC architectures equipped with a Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) and can also be provided via Smart
Cards [15]. The TPM identifies each session starting with the
power up of the device with a new random number created
within the TPM and is then able to time stamp arbitrary data.
These time stamps can then be used to identify the order of
the generated evidence records.
Considering distributed evidence generators it is required
to establish a link between the individual monotonic counters.
Linking two counters results in a measure to translate between
the respective local counter value into the other, which can be
denoted as n1 := n2 + −offset. The offset is the expected
uncertainty in the association due to delays on the network
and computational overhead. Figure 3 depicts a scheme to
associate one counter to the other. Herby generator g1 sends to

g2 a tick stamp on a random value T S. T S is then tick stamped
by g2 and send back to g1 . The returned stampg2 (T S) is then
again stamped by g1 and the resulting evidence is stored. Due
to differences between the initial stamp of g1 and the latter
one the maximum offset can be calculated and an attack on
the response time of g2 can be recorded and documented. To
extend this scheme to a mutual link the stamped result of g2 is
to be sent back to g2 . g2 then can stamps the received message
itself to document the delay between g1 and g2 .
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Fig. 3. Trustworthy counter linking
Depending of the particular infrastructure it can be necessary to link the time between several nodes belonging to
one process. It can be efficient to use one central node to
establish bilateral links between each node and the one central
node and by doing this indirectly link all timing ticks of
all nodes. Nevertheless, in highly
distributed systems it can
1
also be necessary to establish a peer-to-peer structure without
any central node. In these cases, more intelligent management
procedures need to be set-up in order to ensure that all events
in a process can be ordered by their time tick information.
Such an approach is particularly important in mobile adhoc networks with critical functionality. In such networks the
synchronisation of time ticks can be combined with other
existing distributed security mechanisms [8].
4.1.3. Real Time Association. The previous paragraph has
described that it must be possible to associate the correct
order with events represented in a digital chain of evidence.
For this requirement it is sufficient to know the time an
event happened in relation to other events. Another stronger
requirement for valid evidence can be to know the real time an
event has happened. In principle, real time information can be
established in the same way. However, synchronisation can
be quite loose in the case where only the order of events
is important. For real time associations there are two major

differences:
• First, the time synchronisation needs to be between the
evidence generator and a reliable time source, such as a
certified time-stamping service. Indirect synchronisation
via other nodes increases the delay and thus the inaccuracy of the time synchronisation.
• Second, the accuracy of the time synchronisation becomes relevant.
Several protocols have been proposed for the use of the
TPM tick counter to represent real time information[13],
[18] and also the general properties of time synchronisation
protocols and algorithms have been analysed [1]. Common to
all approaches is that within the digital chain of evidence also
information on the time synchronisation has to be recorded.
This information contains the original time stamp of the
time authority but also information on the accuracy of the
synchronisation, the time intervals associated with the tick
counter in the evidence generator and also information to keep
track of resets of the tick counter. The TPM provides support
for all these parameters. Ome example is the tick counter in the
TPM that comes with a tick nonce that identifies tick counter
sessions. Tick stamps with the same nonce belong to the same
session without a reset of the counter. Thus, once the tick
nonce has changed, a new synchronisation with the authentic
time source is necessary. It should be noted that in contrast
to the proposed use of the tick counter in [18] the change of
the tick nonce cannot reliable identify a re-boot of the device.
As long as the TPM has power, the tick counter will not be
explicitly reset during a re-boot of the device.
4.1.4. Other parameters. Various other parameters can become relevant for forensic use of data records. However, not all
of them are readily available and can be easily or efficiently be
included in the secure digital chain of evidence. As an example
we briefly discuss the geographical location of the device at
the time of evidence generation. Different techniques exist to
determine the location. Depending on the technology used,
the accuracy of the location information differs. More and
more devices support the Global Position System (GPS). If
adequate GPS signals are available, the GPS localisations can
be in the range of 5 meters for consumer-grade GPS devices
under open skies. The results within buildings under trees
or with other obstacles range from 10 meters to no position
information at all [17]. Other approaches, such as triangulation
in wireless LAN or localisation within the GSM network are
usually in general less accurate, although they can be quite
accurate in special scenarios such as indoor localisation [5].
Parameters can have very different characteristics and in
developing systems to support digital chains of evidence one
has to make sure that all relevant parameters are covered and
maybe additional sensors are installed to enable the collection
of these parameters. Examples can include the temperature
of the device (very deep or high temperatures can lead to
corrupted evidence data), the orientation of a camera, or
the names of users currently active on a multi-user device.
Determining relevant parameters and their validity ranges and

their meaning for the chain of evidence is a very important
step in the engineering of such systems.
4.1.5. Evidence records. In addition to the different parameters related to the evidence records it is also important to generate and secure the evidence records themselves. Obvious security measures such as digitally signing the evidence records
and binding these signatures to identity and other parameters
described above can be used to guarantee for authenticity
and integrity of the data records in a way that these security
properties are not violated by distributing evidence records and
storing them in the forensic data-base. However, there can also
be additional security requirements. One important factor is
privacy. Evidence records can potentially contain information
in individual persons or other secret information e.g. business
related. Therefore, also the confidentiality of evidence records
shall not be neglected. Suitable encryption should be used and
other best practises for dealing with confidential data shall be
applied. Maintaining the confidentiality of digital data is a nontrivial task. Very recent research has shown that for example
data stored on solid-state disks and other flash memory and
deleted can still be retrieved even after several rounds of rewriting with different data.

4.2. Event Collection and Event Correlation
In the majority of application scenarios a certain decision
of the system is not based on a singular event but by the
correlation of several factors defining a certain high-level
event. A certain high-level event is defined by a set of lowlevel events and a process for the correlation of the low
level events. Low level events are simple occurrences like
fire wall incidents, configuration changes but maybe as well
as the photographic evidence of the speeding camera. The
process defines how these events have to interact based on
an operational model that a certain high level event is to be
produced.
In non-complex use cases as presented for example in
digital cameras [18] the evidence is generated by a single
measurement agent and only the evidence records of the
particular device are required. To achieve a certain probative
force also in complex scenarios it is required also to provide
data on other aspects of the IT system not directly related to
the evidence in question but documenting the trustworthy state
of the infrastructure. For scalability reasons in bandwidth or
computational restricted applications it is also required to split
one event into a set of corresponding events.
The task of correlating events in order to construct digital
chains of evidence is closely related to the task of security
information and event management (SIEM) in IT networks.
Expensive commercial frameworks can support SIEM processes and also open-source frameworks are available 1 . Nevertheless, in particular correlation of events from different levels
and contexts is still very difficult in the SIEM context. In
1. http://www.alienvault.com/community.php?section=Home
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SIEM systems the correlations need to be explored at run-time
to be able to induce appropriate reactions on misbehaviour.
The situation is different for forensic use. Digital chains of
evidence usually don’t have to be created at run-time. In
the case of forensic use of event information it is sufficient
to collect the event information and maybe add additional
semantic information at run-time. The actual evaluation of the
correlations between events in order to produce a chain of
evidence only occurs in the case of disputes or other forensic
evaluations. Thus, for forensic use a bigger effort needs to
spend on carefully choosing event information to be stored
and to define parameter relating events.
To correlate data it is required to provide for an infrastructure supporting the processing of events from various sources
in a unified structure representing the relations between the
individual events. The interface to meta-data access points (IF
MAP) [3] as an established industry standard and part of the
Trusted Network Connect (TNC) protocol stack defines and
supports event distribution and correlation in the domain of
network access control but can easily be extended to support
other types of events and create event graphs representing
relations between different types of events. Figure 5 shows
how an IF MAP server takes on the central role of distributing
meta-level information in an IT infrastructure.

4.3. Forensic data-base
For the forensic data-base two main characteristics can be
identified:

•

•

The data-base can potentially contain huge numbers
of more or less related evidence records representing
graph structures where paths through the graphs can be
chains of evidence also using semantic information on
the events. Thus, the data-base needs to be scalable and
it needs to support the exploration of large graphs with
semantically enriched information.
Evidence records need to be securely stored for a potentially long time. Storage of evidence needs to comply to
regulations for long-term archiving.

For the first characteristics the so-called triplestore seems to
be particularly suitable. Evidence records can consist of relatively short statements about what has happened. Triplestore
is a special purpose database type developed for the use in
semantic web frameworks. For a system supporting the proactive generation of secure digital chains of evidence, semantics
of evidence records in terms of events happened need to be
known already at design time. The resulting structure is very
similar to what can be expressed as resource triples within
the resource Description Framework (RDF) specified by the
W3C (http://www.w3.org/RDF/). Some triplestore databases
are very powerful with support for billions of triples loaded
at a speed of more than 1.000 triples per second. Further,
they support a variety of graph representations and rule-based
exploration.
Also for the area of secure long-term archiving a variety
of solutions exist. According to the national regulations with
regard to long-term aspects of the probative force of a certain
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evidence record archival is the last step in the creation process.
During the time of a evidence record in the archive the used
cryptographic means can wear out resulting in a decreased
level of trust in a specific evidence record. Existing work
(e.g. [7]) shows approaches to maintain the probative force of
digital evidence in long term archives. There are also products
in the market supporting long-term archiving and re-signing
archived data records.
However, combining long-term archiving with a high-speed
triplestore without losing the advantages of the triplestore
seems to be very difficult. Therefore, it is probably necessary
to follow a dual strategy for the forensic data-base where the
long-term archiving and the triplestore are not fully integrated.
All evidence records will go into the triple-store, but probably
only a small subset really requires secure long-term storage.
During the creation of evidence records the record has to be
marked in a way that the forensic data-base can decide whether
long-term archiving is necessary or not. Then, a digital chain
of evidence can be created using the triplestore and after
completing this step long-term secured representations of the
evidence records are retrieved from the long-term archive in
order to produce the complete secure digital chain of evidence.

4.4. Exploring the forensic data-base
This final part of the architecture for secure digital chains
of evidence strongly depends on the format and data model
of the forensic data-base. If the data-base is implemented as
a triplestore with a good meta model for evidence records a
variety of tools and languages exist to develop interactive tools
to explore the data-base. Relations between evidence records
(and thus between events) can be graphically visualised,
SPARQL graph queries can be used to find matching evidence
records or Prolog can be used to search for evidence records
belonging to a particular chain of evidence.

5. Conclusions
The architecture presented in this paper is a first approach
towards building IT systems with the inherent ability to
provide secure digital chains of evidence. The main goal of
this work is to identify the requirements for such a system,
develop a possible high-level architecture and then explore
existing technology with regards to the possible use within
such a framework for secure evidence.
The collection of different applicable technology shows
that most parts of the architecture can be realised using
existing building blocks. Nevertheless, implementing the highlevel architecture for complex systems is a challenging task.
First, the identification and description of events and the
implementation of adequate evidence generation is not always
as straightforward as in the case of digital cameras. Second,
relating events e.g. by adding semantic information is a task
that is not easy to introduce in all types of infrastructures.
Service-oriented infrastructures are probably more suitable
than embedded systems with real-time requirements. In a
service-oriented system there can be a so-called enterprise
service bus ESB as the central communication and control element. Further, there are clear interfaces between applications
(services) and the rest of the system. The enterprise service
bus and the interfaces are the right places for event collection
and also for adding semantic information e.g. from a workflow
engine.
Obviously, not all events occurring in a complete IT infrastructure can be collected. Events exist on different levels from
network to application or one could even consider physical
events via sensors. Relevant events need to be carefully chosen
with respect to their importance in processes in the system.
Even in large systems with many users there might be a small
subset of critical processes where the additional overhead of
provident collection of evidence records can be considered

useful.
On the long run, IT experts and law experts should cooperate in setting the standards of what should be accepted as
valid digital evidence. For some processes future regulations
might include the collection of secure evidence records or of
secure digital chains of evidence.
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